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Abstract 

The media integration is not only a media transformation brought by the technological 
revolution, but also a profound change planned and promoted at the national level. The 
construction of discourse right in the mainstream ideology of ethnic and religious 
network is faced with the sharp and frequent exchanges between Chinese and Western 
ideologies, the correction and deconstruction of social trend of thought highlights many 
problems and challenges, such as the Internet becoming the main battlefield for the right 
to speak. This paper attempts to study the dilemma in the formation, development and 
dissemination of network discourse power, expound the research hotspot and research 
trend. 
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1. The Rigin of the Study on the Right of Discourse in the Internet 

Research on the right of Voice of Network began in 2012.It has received more extensive 
academic attention after 2015.This is related to the fact that the Chinese government attaches 
great importance to the mainstream ideological communication under the condition of the 
development of network communication. China puts forward important demands and 
judgments on ideology, omnimedia pattern and media integration, ethnic and religious work. 
In this regard, the academic circles carried out more detailed, more operational research from 
the theoretical framework technical strategies and so on. 

On the Relationship between Understanding the Network and the Right of Ideological Speech, 
some scholars regard the network as the medium and position to obtain the right of ideological 
discourse. They believe that cyberspace has become the main position of the game of discourse 
right in Chinese and Western ideology, its core lies in fully mastering the law of network 
communication and competing for the ideological voice of the platform. But, Professor Shi 
Yanliu believes that network technology itself is an integral part of ideological discourse, She 
sees the virtual society which created by the Internet and new media as an extension of the real 
society. Therefore, the contest of network technology is also the struggle for the right to speak 
in ideology. With regard to the ideological voice right to speak in the context of the omnimedia 
communication, some researchers propose to strengthen the construction of new media while 
giving full play to the advantages of traditional media. At the same time, some scholars also 
believe that we should study the communication right in the context of the omnimedia 
integration. It not only embodies the Chinese position, Chinese interests, Chinese culture, but 
also connects with the thinking habits and expressions of foreign audiences, and is easy for the 
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international community to understand and accept the external discourse system of ethnic and 
religious issues. 

The study of Chinese ideological communication is also a hot spot for foreign scholars. For 
example, David Schambaughs points out that Chinese government should maintain ideological 
debugging to enhance its persuasion. The Xi Jinping Age which is edited by Xiong Jian, has 
carried on the thorough research and the positive response to including ideology, western 
"China threat theory" and so on. 

2. Related Research and Academic Views 

The research on the right to speak of nationality and religion is interdisciplinary, and the related 
research is less and shallow. The research direction and future research focus of academic 
circles are mainly the following aspects. 

2.1. Study on the Mainstream Media's Network Voice in Ethnic and Religious 
Field 

In order to find the way to make sure  how to make the mainstream public opinion bigger and 
stronger, with the help of mobile communication, promote the network mainstream discourse 
content, form, means and other innovations, constantly enhance credibility, occupy the public 
opinion guidance, ideological guidance of the communication commanding point. Some 
scholars believe that media credibility reflects the extent to which news media information 
products with news reports as the main body are recognized, trusted and even praised by the 
audience. Meanwhile, the credibility of the news media in the eyes of the audience has a far-
reaching impact of their own charm. Credibility is a kind of trust resource formed in long-term 
practice, because it is an invisible resource and a soft power. Credibility is not only the basis of 
the existence and development of the media, but also the basis of ideological communication. 

2.2. Research on non-mainstream media, such as self-media and commercial 
media, in the construction of discourse power in the field of nationality 
and religion 

Although the authority, communication power, guidance power, influence and credibility of 
mainstream media show unshakable guiding function, irreplaceable historical position and still 
strong communication effect in news reporting and evaluation. However, the emerging media 
represented by the network has shown unprecedented role and effect in timeliness, 
interactivity, diversification and participation. So How to guide non-mainstream media to 
improve their political position, give full play to their advantages and become disseminators of 
mainstream ideology in ethnic and religious fields. 

2.3. Research on the Application of Core Technology Innovation in the Rapid 
Development Stage of Media Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence and huge data are changing the media. Many AI media applications have 
emerged in three aspects: content production, distribution and management. Intelligence is the 
future trend and development direction of media. Therefore, how to apply artificial intelligence 
in the whole process of news, production and communication in the field of nationality and 
religion, apply it to the analysis of national and religious public opinion and build a "firewall" 
of negative and negative information, and use mainstream value orientation to control 
technology renewal. Improve the ability of public opinion research and public opinion guidance 
has become the focus of research. 

2.4. Research on Media Construction in Competition for International Voice 

International discourse right refers to the right to express opinions on national affairs and 
related international affairs with national interests as the core. How to promote the 
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internationalization of domestic media and make good use of international social media, 
construct the omnimedia pattern of overseas communication, compete for the right of naming, 
interpretation and issue setting in the field of nationality and religion, and increase the right of 
speech and influence has become an important issue. 

The overall research mainly focuses on the macro level, and has not yet focused on the micro 
research of the network discourse right in the field of nationality and religion. But there is little 
research from the angle of media integration under the omnimedia pattern for the research of 
network discourse right. The Internet is now at the forefront of current ideology. To control the 
ideological dominance of the network is to guard the sovereignty and power of the country. 
This fully reflects the importance of current network ideology and highlights the great 
theoretical and practical significance of network ideology research. 

3. Academic Hotspots and Key Issues 

3.1. The thought of “constructing the omnimedia communication pattern” and 
constructing the network discourse right in the field of nationality and 
religion 

In China, media integration is not only a media transformation brought by the technological 
revolution, but also a profound change planned and promoted at the national level. To raise 
ideological work and Internet governance to the strategic level of national security. Ideological 
work in ethnic and religious fields is related to the steady development of ethnic areas and 
national security. Strengthen the main line of the Chinese nation's sense of community, speed 
up the development and deepening of the interests of all ethnic groups ," you have me, I have 
you ", constantly enhance the mainstream ideological influence and leadership of cyberspace, 
firmly grasp the right to speak on the network. 

3.2. Analysis on the Realistic Circumstances of Network Speech Generation in 
Ethnic and Religious Areas in the New Era 

The rapid development of China is the most prominent situation in the generation of 
mainstream ideological discourse right. The construction of discourse right in the mainstream 
ideology of ethnic and religious network is faced with the sharp and frequent exchanges 
between Chinese and Western ideologies, the correction and deconstruction of social trend of 
thought highlights many problems and challenges, such as the Internet becoming the main 
battlefield for the right to speak. The rapid development of network information technology 
and the wide use of the Internet have changed the way, way and strategy of ideological 
dissemination, and brought new opportunities to the mainstream ideological construction in 
the field of nationality and religion. Correctly analyzing and grasping the realistic situation of 
the generation of discourse power is the logical starting point and realistic basis for 
constructing the mainstream ideological discourse power in the field of nationality and religion 
in the new era. 

3.3. Research on the Way to Enhance and Realize the Voice Right of Ethnic and 
Religious Network under the Omnimedia Pattern 

Under the omnimedia pattern, the media fusion needs the content technology double drive, 
grasps the general trend from the technology revolution, the media format, the overall layout, 
strengthens the discourse content supply, optimizes the discourse way and the means and so 
on path to enhance the discourse ability. In the field of nationality and religion, the goal is to 
strengthen the construction of Internet content, establish a comprehensive network 
management system, and create a clear cyberspace, Adhering to the thinking of huge data, 
promoting the inheritance of media and emerging media, mainstream media and business 
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platform, mass media and self-media complementary advantages, forming a consistent, 
resource intensive, differential publicity, collaborative and efficient omnimedia communication 
pattern, and building a mainstream ideological discourse system that integrates and merges 
into one part. 

3.4. Research on the Approach of Constructing Discourse System of Ethnic and 
Religious Issues and Promoting International Discourse in Ethnic and 
Religious Fields 

With the development of Internet technology, the confrontation in the field of network ideology 
is becoming more and more fierce. Some wrong views, harmful ideas gradually expand the 
influence, and strive to compete with mainstream ideas for the right to speak and influence on 
the network. The field of nationality and religion is one of the most intense areas in the struggle 
of ideological discourse power between China and the West in cyberspace. Some countries rely 
on the advantages of technology, capital, information and discourse to maintain a sustained 
offensive on the output of our network ideology, and use ethnic and religious topics for strategic 
infiltration and public opinion containment. There is no national security without network 
security. It is of great significance to study how to integrate media resources to compete for 
international discourse power in the field of nationality and religion to construct Chinese 
discourse system, enhance international image and maintain national security. 

4. The Path and Method of the Realization of Network Discourse Right 

4.1. Strengthening the Speech in Ethnic and Religious Areas in the Omnimedia 
Age 

Take a clear-cut stand to adhere to the correct direction, public opinion guidance, value 
orientation, through the idea, content, form, method, means and other innovations, so that the 
quality and level of positive propaganda constantly improve. 

4.2. Building the omnimedia pattern and promoting the development of media 
integration is an urgent task in the field of ethnic and religious discourse 

Stick to mobile priority, mainstream media should attach great importance to new media, 
firmly occupy the public opinion guidance, the thought guidance dissemination high ground 
with the help of mobile communication, strengthen the construction of network discourse right 
in the field of nationality and religion, and effectively maintain the security of cyberspace. 

4.3. What’s more, speed up the promotion of China's cyberspace ethnic and 
religious areas of international discourse and rule-making power 

Integration of the international discourse on ethnic and religious issues into the national 
strategic communication system, Integrate media forces, study international public opinion, 
firmly defend cyberspace sovereignty and resist negative thoughts, enhance the ability to set 
up topics in international hot issues involving nationalities and religions in China, and to 
continuously enhance the degree of international identity and influence in the field of 
nationality and religion. 
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